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CHAPTER 1: THE PROBLEN AND ITS SIGN4IFICA14CE
 

1.1 General Introduction
 

In this dissertation we deal with the distributions over space 

and over time of tie benefits and costs generated by a growing economy 

with a perfectly competitive market in a closed region. 'e analyze the 

mechanisms that determine ho. the economy develoos patteins of distri

butions which are at variance with a particular distributive judgmient
 

called -weak Social Justice. As used here, Yeal, Social Justice' im

plies the use of two criteria: (1) that thn benefits generated by a 

growing economy increase at every space poit and tUPV point in such a 

way that the inequality in the spatial distrioution of benefits dimin

ishes over tine (2) that the costs generated by a qrowing economy ,

crease at every space point and time point in such a way that too in

equality in the spatial distrihution o f cost: di inishes over trpe. 

Certain Policy instruments are then dve looeo so that the ocnory under 

study will function in accordance with this particular distibutive 

The remaindc- of chis section presents the conceptual andjudgment. 


theoretical characteristics by my ich we analyze tPe distribution as

pects of pollution and economic growth.
 

Tn its ost general sense, we are interested in the case in which 

the benefits of a growing economy are represented by the consumption 

of goods (i.e., output of goods minus cost of production). On the other 

hand, the costs of economic growth are represented only by those costs 

which are caused by pollution. These pollution costs include the con

sumption of bad conuodities and the decrease in the production of
 

certain goods due to pollution.
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Hore specifically, we are interested in the special case in ,i-ich 

economaic growth occurs in a dual econom.iy comnosed of a nmodernized in

dustrial sector and a traditional industriil sector. Furtiermore, we 

deal with one particular tyoc of pollution in v.ich a modernized indus

try, sector 1 )rclucinf, good 1, discharges soioc toxic matcrial into an 

enviromiient which a traditional industry, sector 2 producing good 2, 

depends upon for its production activities. Thl-se pollution effects are 

assumed to be represented by 'bothi a dccrease in the pjroduction of good 2 

and the contamination of good 2 ith the toxic naterial. 

11ith respect to the causality of 9ollut0on effects, we consider two 

cases: one in which the cause and effect of nollution are known and 

the other in . iich both the cause and effect are unknown. If the causal

ity of these ollution effects is unknown we assume that there is no 

way, in a perfectly competitive market economy', for the private sector 

to screen out the 'bad. commodity, i.e., contaminated good 2. Holvever, 

since causality is unknown, there is also no way for a mublic authority 

to intervene in the market so as to eli-ninate these pollution effects. 

Therefore, we assuTme that a 'bad" com1modity is a necessary byi)roduct 

of tiie production of fyood 1, for the case in wich the causality of the 

pollution effects i,; unknoi.,n. This assum-ition is compatible with the
 

assumption of a perfectly cometitive market econorly in that (1) the
 

supply and demano relationships of goods are controlled only by the price 

echanism (2) all consumers aim to maxi.,ize their utility: (3) all 

producers are cost-mini.iizers as well as profit maximizers. (4) there 

exists no technological/or institutional reasons which prevent taio mar

ket from internalizing the externalities. An example of this situation 

http:econom.iy
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is the case of cigarette smioking in the USA The supply and demand 

relationship .n the cigarette industry ue-,e hardly disturbed by some 

scattered scientific evidences showing t,.at cigarette snoking may be 

the cause of cancer. however, after the Surg n General's '!arnling in 

1966 about the dangers of cigarette ;moking as a cause of cancer, the 

sale of cigarettes dropped sharoly, if only temporarily. 

On the other hand, if the cause of such pollution effects is fully 

known, we assume that the 'bad- com.odity will not be consumed. Because 

the causality is fully known, it is reasonable to assume that either one 

of the follouing two situations occur: (1) st-ctor I and sector 2 are 

sector I should pay sector 2 for coTmpen.sation in
able to negotiate that 


2 by sector l's prcduction activities; (2) throughdamage done to sector 

the auspicies of a public authority, poilution daiiiages done byv sector I 

to sector 2 are compensated by the imposition of unilaterally imnosed 

taxes on sector 1. This assumption is shown in Section 2.2.2 to be com

patible with the assumption of a perfectly competitive arket economy. 

In this case, our interest is basically in the increased production costs 

incurred by sector 2 due to the effects of the pollution created by sec

tor 1.
 

Finally, i:e consider two types of space, physical space and non

physical space. Physical space is reasured in terms of physical dis

tance such as miles when ,iedeal with one dimensional physical s,)ace or
 

in terms of square riles when we deal ith tw,,o dimensional physical 

space, etc. ion-physical soace, for exar.ple, includes the space con

structed by a distribution of a population by size of income, the space 

constructed by a distribution of output per orker, etc. Thus, depending
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on the choice of space, we may get different distribution patterns of 

are generatedbenefits and 	 pollution costs, over space and time, as they 

econo:y. For example, let us consider a population distriin a growing 

bution in a certain region. Wie may plot an income distribut ion of this 

region along the one dimcnsional nhysical space starting with the center 

average individual incomes along each
of the region. By takin ; the of 

circumference, 	 ,.e can plot the average income at each space point which 

the radius of that circumference. O the other hand,corresponds to 	 we 

of their size
 can certainly 	also order people in this region in terms 


point along the non-physical spaceof incoe. In 	 thJs case, a space 

a of individual by size of income. Thus,corresnonds to rank-order an 

is possible to develop an incone distribution of this re gion alongit 

reasona one dimensioial non-physical space. There is no to elieve 

that these t.o types of distributions waich are based on physical and 

take the same form.non-physical space, should always 

in Table 1.1 fourBased on the above characteristics, we summarize 

of the disalternative conceptual frameworks for analyzing our problem 

tribution aspects of pollution and economic growth. 

Table 1.1 Classification of conceptual framework
 

Typ,; of 
---.. Space Mon-Physical Physical 

Type of .
 
Causality
 

Unknown 	 FRAIEIORK 1 FRAMEiORI 2 

Known 	 FP.AIE!ORK 3 FRA E:IORK 4 



In Fraiaework 1 the causality of pollution effects is unhnown and the 

space is non-p1 ysical. In this case, ue are interested in the distri

bution of benefits and ,ollution costs over non-physical space and tire. 

Specifica 1ly, we are concercd ,i tC distribution of the consuption 

of good 1 and the aistribution of the consu;, wo,of a bad- comp:,odity 

(i.e. , toe contarninated portion of good 2) over non-physical space and 

time 	as generated by a :,ro.inn economy. I" Fran,,.o&: 2, the causality 

space.of pollution effects is unlnowo and te space is real physical 

Our interest is in toe distribution of benefits and pollution costs, 

over physical space aid Live, generated by a ro'ing economy. In Franc

aon and the space is
work 3, the causality of pollution effects is 

non-physical. We do not cnsider this case further Lecause the cusal

ity of pollution effects is assumed to be; traced out only in terns of 

real physical space. In Framework 4 the causality of pollution effects 

is knowm ano the space is real physical soace. Our interest is in the 

interrelationships between the production of good 1 and tne )rduction 

of good 2. Specifically, we are interested in the distribution of the 

consumption of good I and the consum,tio of good 2 over real physical 

space and time, provided that there is no institutional and/or techno

logical reasons ,ich urevents a perfectly co.potitive wark:et mechanisn 

front internalizing the pollution costs. sestaree cases are 	considered
 

in more detail in subsequent parts of this disf.rtation. 

In order to make our analysis more meaninful and realistic, we 

apply our conceptual frameork to a particular case of mercury pollution 

that occurred in Ainanata, Japan. One of the reasons uc choose this 
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case lies in the fact that it represents a unique situation in which 

Thus,the causality of pollution effects was unknown for a long time. 

underbargaining between sector 1 and sector 2 originally tool- place 

conditions of unknown causality. In !)articular, we are interested in 

on thle analysis of thisthe implications of our conceptual franework 

The other reason for applying our theoparticular case of pollution. 

retical uethod of analysis to the iiiamata pollution problem is that 

it was this problem that first led the author to do research in this 

area. 

1.2 Introduction to the iiinamnata 'ercury Pollution Case 

1.2.1 Historical Aspoect 

In 1953, Many cats wqent into wild gyrations and 'dances: and then 

died in visible agony in two fishing villages near hinamata, a small 

city facing, the Shiranui Sea on the western coast of the island of Kyushu 

in Japan (see Figure 1.1). In 1954 these abnormalities spread to other 

fishing villages near inamata. Some pigs and dogs also apparently vent 

mad and died and even crows fell from the slv. 

This was the prelude to K1inamrata disease, one of the earliest 

and most tragic environmental pollution cases that has yet been identi

fied in the world. In Nay 1956, a medical doctor of the Chisso Company's 

1) See Appendix 1 for a detailed history table of iiinamata disease. 
Also, more popular references are: Siiith, U. Eugene and Aileen 
Smith, "Death-flow from a Pipe," LIFE, Vol. 72, No. 21, June 2, 
1972; Smith, W,.Eugene and Aleen f-. Smith, linamata, JAPN,-
Camera 35, Vol. 18, No. 2, April, 1974, pp. 26-51.
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Figure 1.1 Map of Japan 
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1: City of Minamata 

2: Island of Kyushu
 

3: City of Niigata
 

4: Tokyo
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inamata plant hospital reported to the health center of ;;inauata about 

a peculiar disease of unknown etiology with such symptoNs as brain damage, 

paralysis, anj loss of hearing, speech and sight. Jon the request of 

the Kum'amoto prefectural governmient (two state' in which -inarsta is 

located), thn edical ScILool of 1Num.iaoto Pational Liversity organized 

tac iina.iata Disease Wesearch Team w ica i,.ediately started a full 

scale investiqation to ascertain the cause of the disease. 

July, . loi and difficult prouing, l(umanoto University's1Y, after 

Research Tenn announced that .inaiouata disease .as caused by eating fish 

and shellfish contaminatea iy organic ,icrcury which .ay have been con

tained in the Paste water fro: Chisso s i a ata lant. This announce

oent proroitecd the 'inamata Fi.s~ieries Cooperative .hich had suffered fron 

a sudden ,icroase in the quantity of fish caught in the previous years, 

to ask for co.pensation for damage to the fishing ground as well as for 

construction oV an effluent troatpent facility. In August of the same 

year, CGisso and .inaata Fisacries Cooperative reached an agreement in 

which Chisso vaid the Cooperative nearly 3lO9,00 cor'ensation for 

daiagcs. ilowever, C. isso did nou construct any effluent treatment 

facility. 

ieanwiile the anor.alities of th cats syread to the otter side of 

the Skiranui Sea (see Figure 1.2) :nd ncw paticnts appcorcd in othair areas 

besides iina'iata. In October, 1,9, the Kupa.oto Fisheries inion, on 

behalf of all of the fiAeries cooperatives alonq: the Shiranui Sea, re

quested that Chisso pay co.y.nsation for darmages to the fishing ground 

aid halt the Chisso iinanata 'lants operation,. Shortly after this. 

Japan;s ,inistry of International Trade and Industry notified Chisso to 
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Figure 1.2 Vicinity of Minamata 
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iiiprove its waste water treatment facility. This order was based on 

the 	newly legislated '!ater Quality Conservation Law and Factory Effluents
 

Control Lw:. 2 

Because of the fact that ihinanata was, econoically and politically 

speaking, a typical 'one-factory town, most citizens of i'inamata stood 

firmly behind Chisso and condemned the Fisheries Union's deimand for the 

shut-down of the chemical plant. (For example, about 05 percent of the 

labour force in manufacturing sector was shared by the employees of 

Chisso in 1160, while 1 percent of the total labour force was in fishery 

sector in the same year. Furtherimore, about 50 ercent of the 14inamata's 

tax 	revenues came frori the Chisso Coi:ipany and its employees in 1961.) 

In addition, the existence of alternative theories on the cause of 

iinauiata disease, such as the amine theory and the ammunition theory, 

also contributed to a settlement of this second dispute in favor of the 

Chisso Company. In becember, 1959, Chisso again naid a total of about 

$100,000 compensation but this tine they also imuediately installed a 

waste purification device. Simultaneously, Chtisso also )aid a total of 

about .3205,000 to the !1inanata disease patients organization for their 

pension fuads and as a solatiun. In these agreements, Chisso received 
a pledge that even if their waste iiater was officially determined to be 

the cause of the di;ease, the fishermen and the patients ould not demand 

any additional compensation. This pledge was to have a significant 

2) 	 These laws gave the Japanese government the authority to establish 
effluent standards for certain designated areas but provided no 
other measures to enforce the standards other than issuing orders 
demanding improvements of effluent facilities.
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irplication in the court trial wIhich occurred later, since a medical 

doctor of Chisso's Niinaiata plant hospital had already reported to the 

factory Lanageuent that his cat experiments showed the cause of fina.ata 

disease to be the plant's waste water, The .ianage,.ent has kept his re

port secret even after the press learned the existence of his report in 

1968. 

From 1960 through 1964, ,inamata disease was generally forgotten by 

the general public because of the bright news of Japan's successful 

economy. i;eanWhile, researchers at Numanmoto University finally detected 

orgmaic mercury in the m-uddy residuum discharged from Chisso's ilinamata 

plant thus verifying the Kumamoto researchers' earlier theory on the cause 

of the Ifinamata disease. 

The final showdown began in June, 1965, witii the outbreak of tinamata 

disease in the Agano River Basin in Niigata City on Japan's northwest 

coast (see Figure 1.1). On behalf of the knowledge accumulated by 

Kumamoto researchers, it did not ta-e long for the liinistry of Health 

and Welfare to announce that Niigata's i.linamata disease was caused by 

eating fresh water fish w-Ahich were contaminated by an organic mercury 

coninound which had been discharged from the Kanose nlant of the Showa 

Denko Company into the Agano River. 

i.ieanwIile, Japan's 1!ational Diet ,assed a law to provide officially 

designated' victims of pollution and of pollution related diseases free
 

medical care. They also replaced the age-old pollution control laws by
 

a new Water Pollution Control Law,in which any violation of the effluent
 

standards would irimediately be penalized. !'ith growlin, support from the
 

general public, the crganization of iKinamata disease patients at Niigata
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brought a law:suit aainst the Showa Venl;o Company. Subsequently the 

organization of i.:inj..-ata disease patients at Wiinamata also brought a 

lawsuit against the Chisso Coi, any. The former organization won their 

case in Suptcmier, 1971, tie other in ilarch, 1973. As of August, 1973, 

tlere were 602 victims of ilinamata disease including 78 deaths in the 

i inarata region. 

1,2.2 Ecological Aspect
 

Figure 1.3 siows the various mechanisms through which the dis

charged mercuric compound can bc transferred from its source, in this 

case, the Chisso factory, to the nervous system of hunan beings. Table 

1.2 shows the aount of mercury discharged into waste water by Chisso's 

ilinamata plant from 1932 chrough 1!66. A total of about 31 tons had been 

discharged into the environment over this ?eriod of time. Chisso's 

.dnamata plant used a mercury compound (the concentrated acedic solution 

of rn J2curysulfate) as a catalyst in manufacturing acetaldehyde. hat 

p±-oportion of this di scharged mercury was inorganic mercury, which does 

not affect the ijian nervous system, and w.ha- proportion was organic 

mercury is no-% yet known. Nevertheless, from the findings of the 

Kumamoto researchers, we know s.,me portion of the discharge was organic 

mercury. Thie organic mercury compounds, particularly, nethylmercury, are 

extreniely harmful to humans mainly because of their low excretion rates 

anc, their s:-ecific attack on the central nervous sysi-em. The arrow in 

Fiaure 1.3 from Chisso to th e hydrosphere represents the anount of 

methylmercury directly discharged by the plant. flowcver, it has also 
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Figure 1. 3 1he passage of methylmercury 
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Table 1.2 	 Production of acetaldeaiyde and 
ar-iount of dischiarged mercury 

Production of Amount of Lercury 
Acetaldehyde Discharged into 

Year (tons) haste 1',ater (kg) 

1932 - 1945 	 78,922 23,907
 
1946 - 1953 35,802 12,001
 

1954* ,059 2,851
 
1955 10,633 3,989
 
i956 15,919 4,678
 
1957 18,085 6,461
 
1958 	 1'.i,436 4,097 

1959 (Jan.-:arch 1960) 42,445 12,910
 
1960 45,141 4,956
 
1961 42,437 1,426
 
1962 24,033 808
 
1963 41,027 1,803
 
1064 20,581 764
 
1965 17,960 614
 
1966 16,115 37
 

RECYCLING SYSTE: 01F I]ASTE !ATER 
11AS COIPLETED IN JUNE 1966 

1267 1,961 0
 
1968 783 0
 

TOTAL 	 456,352 81,302
 

* Data for 	1954 througli 1958 are for calendar years and data for 

1960 through 1968 are for fiscal years. The fiscal year begins 
Aril 1 and .. the following year.ends arch 	31, 
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)een proved 3 that micro-organisms in mud may transfor:: inorganic mercury 

into two organic nercury compounds, nonomethy!- and diW.ethyl-mercury. 

Phis process is indicated by another arrow,from Cisso to hydrosyhere. 

Once methyl mercury gets into the hydros:here, it is suspected of 

)eing transferred upward through t',e food chain of an aquatic environ

tent, beginning ,ith the first trophic level of phytolankton and ending
 

iith the highest trophic level of the human bein;. Furthermore, the 

:oncentration of methylmercury Pay increase at an alaryinE rate as the 

irophic level increases. Although this biological mapification theory 

as not yet been verified in an aquatic ecosystem, its general validity 

Las been well documented since the publication of Silent Spring. 4 

,typical explanation of this phenomenon is the '10 percent rule- of 

5
cological efficiency originally presented by Lindenatn. Accorting to
 

his rule, roughly speaking, 10 ,)rcentof the energy captured by any
 

ne trophic level will be passed on to the next trophic level. If there
 

re four trophic levels in a food chain, the last trophic level wili 

apture 0.1 percent of the total energy captured by the first trophic 

evel. But this rule can be applied only in the case of food, not in 

he case of metals whichi may be found in the food. In other ,ords, it
 

3) 	Wood, J. ., F. S. Kennedy, anu C. G. Rosen, 'Synt:esis of methyl
mercury compounds by extracts of a methyanogenic bacterium,'
 
Nature, Vol. 220, October 12, 1968, pp. 173-74.
 

4) 	Carson, Rachel, Silent Spring, Fawcett Publications, Greenwich,
 
Conn., 1962.
 

5) 	Linde ma n, iaymond L. , "The Trophic-Dynamiic Aspect of Ecology,"
 
Ecology, Vol. 23, 1942.
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is hypothesized th:at alt;,oufh about 90 )ercent of the captured energy 

will be dissipated as iheat and only 10 percent of it stored in the 

animal's flesh, any a,.iount of toxic metal such as mercury never dis

appeared as heat. The accumulation effect ilus the long ;'half-life'' 

of mercury results in an increasing concentration of mercury along the 

food chain. 

Even if we do not agree with the validity of the above biological 

ecosystem, There is ample evidence 6 

magnification process in an aquatic 

that fishI may absorb toxic substances such as insecticides directly from 

water possibly throuh, their skin or gills. in soite of Reinert's con

clusion thaL tie accuulation of insecticides vi-. the food chain is 

negligiblc in aouatic ecosystem, Figure 1.4 shows clearly how important 

a role the biological iagnifica'.ion jec:..nism played in the Niigata 

aiercury pollution casc. On tae horizontal axis, the distance from the 

routh of the Agano river is measured in 7kilometers. The river in Figure 

1.4 is shown to flow from right to left. The ranose plant, which dis

charged :iercury into the river, is located at a point 60 kmion the hori

zontal axis. On the upper-hand vertical axis, the mercury content in 

fish is measured in narts per million wet basis. 7 The figure shows 

that downstream fish concentrate mercury more than upstream ones, while 

exactly the riverse result hiolds for benthos -organism (the lower scale). 

6) 	 See, for example, Reinert, R., The Accumulation of Dieldrin in an 
Alga, Daphnia, Guppy Food Chain, PIL,D. Dissertation, The University 
of Michigan, 1937. 

7) 	 Wet basis refers to the situation in ihich the sanples are analyzed 
as they are. Fresh fish are often a-alyzcd on wet basis. On the 
other hand, some samples such as shellfish and algae must be dried 
first in order to prevent rottenness. In this latter case, we say 
that the samples are analyzed on dry basis. (The author is in
debted to Dr. .1. Fujiki for the above, information.) 
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Figure 1.4 Distribution of mercury in fish and 
Benthos organisms along the Agano River 
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Reprinted from Figure 7 in Jun Ui, "Mercury Pollution of Sea and Fresh
 

Water: 
 Its Accumuiation into Water Biomass," Revue Internationale
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If the high concentration of ruercury in fish, is caused solely by 

the 	direct intake of mercury from water through sk-in or gills, the 

distribution of the mnercury content in fish should have taken its peak 

near the discharging point ,.dhere the concentration of mercury in water 

is highest. These results indicate -chat the biological magnification 

mechanismn may be at work in au.atic ecosystems and, particularly in 

the 	 case of a river ecosystem, the iercury concentration in fish seems 

to be related to the physical distance considered fromi the discharging 

point. 

As shown in Figure 1.3, we assume that a portion of tile fish caught 

by commercial fishermen are consumd by the fishermcn and their families 

and 	 the rest are sold to other consumers. Once a huiian 5ein eats fish 

contaminated by nethylmercury, it remains prinarily in the parenchyinarous 

organs such as the kidneys and liver. ilolqever, some passes thLrough the 

blood-brain barrier and inijicts severe toxic effects om the nerve cells.8 

Some intensive studies have been doing on at Xuraanoto National University 

on the elucidation of the zmechanism by ,-hich methyliuercury is transported 

from the parenchymatouc, organs to the brain. 

We have identified at least conceptually hou the discharged mercuric 

coflpound can be transferred from its industrial source to the human being 

through the trophic levels of the food chain. This also explains why 

the prelude to liinaiata dILsease was exhibited by various symptoms in 

cats, pigs, dogs, and crows. Since these animals are situated on the 

lower trophic levels of the food chain than th'e trophic level which the 

human occupy.
 

8) 	 Takeuchi, T., "Biological reactions and pathological changes in 
human beings and animals caused by organic mercury contamination,'
in Environmental !-lercury Contamination, edited by R. Hartung and 
B. Dinman, Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Ann Arbor, 1'ich. , 1971. 
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1.3 	 Abstraction of the .inaata Pollution Problen 

In this section we sho: the relationships of the ninanata pollution 

case described in Section 1.2 to the Pore abstract problem described in
 

Section 1.1. TRccall tLat his more abstract proble .Ideals ith the dis

tribution over space (physical and/or non-ohysical) and over time oF_ the
 

benefits and pollution costs generated by a growing economy with a ner

fectly competitive market in a closed region. 

1.3.1 	 The Case of Unknown Causality and Hon-Physical Space (Framework 1) 

First, we look at the linanata nercury pollution case from the view

point that thc causality of the pollution effPcts is uuno.n. In tGis 

instance, we are interested in tm. consuption of a -bad- comodity such 

as contaminated fish. however, there are no data available from iinamata 

or other affected areas on 1ow much contaminated fish people have con

suied 	in any given tire interval. I,,stead we must resort to the use of
 

a proxy variable for the consumption of contaminated fish. ,e use the 

number of i;namata disease pationts as such a proxy variable. 

Table 1.3 shows the occunational distribution of patients with 

iinamata disease in the city of iinamata. In the tine interval 1953-1957, 

approximately 58 percent of the total number of 87 patients are from 	the
 

category of fishermen. in the tinoe interval 1958-1959, the results are 

more distinctive. Approximately 73 percent of the total of 30 newly 

found patients are from the stated category. Table 1.4 sho.s the occupa

tional distribution of patients detected by a general medical examination 

held in three different areas between August 21, 1971, and iarch 14, 1973. 

The percentage of fishermen category inhinamata dropped from 53 percent
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Table 1.3 Occupational distribution of iiinarata 
disease patients in ilinamata 

1953- 1957* 1958- 1959*
 

Total Jo.1 Total ,.!o. 
of i INo. of of No. of 

Patients 9 Deaths Patients Deaths 

Fishermen
 
(Including I
 
Their Families:) 51 58.6% 190 22 73.3% 10
 

Farmers
 
(Including
 
Their Families) 8 9.2 2 1 3.3 1
 
Retail 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other
 

I'anufacturing 6 6.9 0 2 6.7 0
 

Chemical 
(Chisso
 
Employees) 3 3.5 1 0 0 0
 

Others 19 21.8 9 5 16.7 1 

TOTAL 87 100.0% 31 i 30 100.0% 12 

* The time interval indicates the period within which patients first 
showed symptoms of Plinamata disease. In the period 1953-1957, three 
out of the total of 87 patients are double counted as fishermen and 
farmers.
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Table 1.4 Occupational distribution of patients with 
ilinamata disease detected by a general medical 
examination held between August 21, 1971, and 
iiarciA 14, 1973* 

Town oi Town of
 
Area iinamata Goshonoura I Ariae
 

No. of No. of -1 .of- 4 

Occupatioh Patients Patients % Patients 

Fishermen 75 33.9 17 	 37.20 

Farmers 	 3 17.2 7 19.4 2 20 

Retail 	 8 3.6 2 5.6 0 0 

Other
 
ianufacturing 20 9.0 0 0 0 0
 

Chemical 
(Chisso
 
Employees) 22 10.0 0 0 0 0
 

others 	 58 26.3 1 10 27.8 0 0 

Total with 	 I 
Iiinamata
 

36 b I0 c
Disease 221 a I00.0 	 i00.0 100 

Total No. of
 
Examinations 1278 1856 931
 

* 	 A general nedical examination was held in three regions in the city 

of Ninamata and in three regions in the town of Goshonoura, both of 
which had been suspoected of having many undetected :inanata disease 
patients. As a control area, three regions in the town of Ariakc 
were selected and a general medical examination was also hold. 

a)Six out of total 221 patients are double counted as fishermen and farmnrs. 
b) Ttuo out of total 36 patients are double counted as fishermen and farmers. 
cq)Two out of total 10 patients are double counted as fishermen and :"armers. 
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in 1 53-1957 (Table 1.3) to 33.9 percent in 1971-1273 (Table 1.4).
 

Accordingly, the number of patients with iinamata disease in other 

categories increased in this same time span in the city of Minamata.
 

From Table 1.3 and Table 1.4, it is not unreasonable to assume
 

that there has been a diffusion of ;inamata disease in the city of
 

iinamata over the occupational dist ibution of workers such as from 

fishermen to farmers, to retailers, to industry enployees. If we can
 

somehow order occupational category on scme non-physical space, then
 

our inference is that there has been in the city of ;inamata a dif

fusion of Kinanata disease over a non-piysical space over tine.
 

Table 1.5 shows the breakdown of inamata disease patients in 

three areas in ternAs of the time intervals within which patients first 

showed symptoms of inamatu disease. Detection was by a general medi

cal examination held in the city of ainaata and in the towns of 

Goshonoura and Ariake. As shown in Figure 1.2, Goshonoura is on an 

island 16.5 to across the Shiranui Sea from ;inamata. On the other
 

hand, Ariake is located north.est of Goshonoura and faces the Ariake 

Sea. These two urban areas can be arranged in terms of their physical 

distance from 1inamata. On a scale with Hlina:.ata as the base, 

Goshonoura would be second (about 16 to from iinamata) and Ariake third 

(about 30 ,m from ;inamata). Then Table 1.5 indicates that at each time
 

period the number of patients with iinamata disease decreases as physical 

distance from the city of iinamata increases. On the other hand, the 

proportion of ninamata disease patients in the city of Minamata decreases 

as time increases. That is, in the time interval 1941-1951, all of the 

total number of 10 Winamaata disease patients are from inamata. In the 
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Tablel.5 	 Distributiodi over three consecutive time intervals
 
of iiinanata disease patients detected by a general
 

medical examination held between August 21, 1971, 
and larch 14, 1973, where each time interval indicates 
the period within which patients first showed symptoms 
of Iinamata disease 

" Time
 
" Interval 1941-1951 152-1962 
 1963-1972
 

N 

io. of It!o.of 	 No. of 
Area 	 j Patients % Patients Patients 

City of
 
iinaiiata 10 100%' 172 92.5% 87 60.55%,
 

Town of 

Goshonoura 0 0 14 7.5 15 13.9 
1- I i 

I I
Toi-i of 
Ariake 	 0 0 0 6 5.55
 

TOTAL 	 100% 186 100%' 108 100% 
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time interval 1952-1962, 92.5 percent of the total number of 186 

iinamata disease patients are from 114inamata and the rest are from 

Goshonoura. The percentage of iiinamata disease )atients in !'iinamata 

dropped froii 92.5 percent in 152-1932 to 30.55 percent in 1963-1972. 

Accordingly, the percentage of inamata disease patients in Goshonoura 

and in Ariake increased res-ectively froL 7.5 percent in 1952-1962 to 

13.9 percent in 1963-1972 and from 0 percent in 1952-1962 to 5.55 per

cent in 1963-1972. i!ence from Table 1.5 we -,,ay infer that the diffusion 

of iiinamata disease has taken place over physical space over time. 

Table 1.4 also shows that in every occupational category the number 

of patients with ;iinanata disease decreases with the increase in the 

physical distance fron rhe city of i';inarnata. Therefore, Table 1.4 and 

'Fable 1.5 suggest that the diffusion of 1'inamata disease has taken Tlace 

over physical space, over a non-physical space, and over time, provided 

that we can oc'dee each occupational category on a non-physical space 

axis. However, we are unable to verify this last inference, i.e., over 

physical space, ov.r non-physical space, and over time. Unfortunately, 

data are not available at thiis writing on the occupational distribution 

of ilinamata disease ationts in the tows of Goshonoura and Ariake at 

two different tine points. 

In sum, have from 1.3, 1.4, Table 1.5w,,e inferred Table Table and 

two diffusion hypotheses: (1) a diffusion of " inanata disease has taken 

place in the city of 1,iinamata over a non-physicai space over time" 

(2) a diffusion of ;inamata disease has taken place over physical space 

over time. Our ultimate interest is to find an economic mechanism to 

explain and analyze these diffusion phenomena (see Chpater 4). In the 
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meantijme, we briefly pinpoint some practical reasons for these two 

diffusion hypotheses.
 

First, ue consider the question of why fisheren are the most 

numerous victims of [inamata disease'? Table 1.6 shows the difference 

in nutritional characteristics between a "linamata fisherman selected 

at randon and an average Japanese. One significant difference betwcen 

them lies in the fact that the fisherman consumes ore than four tines 

as much fish as an average .Japanese. Because imany fish in the :inamata 

region have been contam,,inated by v.ethylm rcury, we can safely say that 

fishermen are more vulnerable to iiinamata disease than workers in other 

category. Furthermore, because of the relatively high prices of ieat
 

and dairy product-, poorer people are more dependent on fish for a source 

of animal protein. This nay explain w~hy in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 the 

occupational categories of the poor such as fishermen and farmers have 

more patients with :iinamata disease than the !ore affluent occujoational
 

categories such as employees of tie Chisso Com-.pany.
 

Second, we consider the question of w,1hy the number of patients with
 

iinamata disease decrease with increasing distance fromi the city of
 

i4inamata. This is due mainly to the fact that as one goes farther away
 

from iinamata, fish are less contaminated by mercury and :ethylmercury.
 

According to Kumamnoto researchersi recent finding, 9 fish contain on
 

the 	average 0.475 pPI! of mercury (wet basis) in the Bay of MLinamata,
 

9) 	See 'Fable 33 on page 80 in Lpidemiological, Clinical and
 
Pathological Studies of IVinamata Di.sease After a Decade
 
(inJapanese), u l'd report by Study Group of Iinamata
 
Disease at Kumanoto National University, 1973.
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Table 1.6 	 Per capita nutrients per day of a Iinamata 
fisherman and an average Japanese (per grams) 

One Minamata 

Fisherman* An Average Japanese 
(Aug., 1972) (1971) 

Cereals 468 374.7 

Potatoes 32 38.8 

Sugar and 
confectimery 30 57.0 

Fats and Oils 23 17.3 

Nuts and Pulses 22 72.9 

Vegetables 396 268.6 

Fruit 245 110.5 

Seaweeds 0 6.8 

Condiments 	and
 

Beverages 138 	 140.2
 

Fish and Shellfish 410 	 84.2
 

,4eat, and I 
Nlilk 	 88 162.6 

Dairy Products and
 
Processed Food 0 	 25.5
 

TOTAL 1,613 g 	 1,359.1 g
 

* 	When the data was taken in August, i972, this fisherman lived 

rear the city of ;Iinamata and his age wzas then 45 years old. 
See for data source Appendix 9.
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0.066 PPIU (wet basis) of mercury near the town of Goshonoura, and 0.033 

PPii (wet basis) of mercury near the town of Ariake. 

In utilizing these data in Table 1.3, Table 1.4, and Table 1.5, 

we may employ either Franework 1 or Frarework 2 of Table 1.1. 1However, 

there is a practical reason w!.hich prevents us frorn using Frameworl, 2: 

the towns of Coshonoura and Ariake, particularly t:hc latter, can hardly 

be grouped together with iinamata to form a closed economy. Therefore, 

we employ only Framework I by fixing a physical s,3ace point to be the 

administrative area of the city of Hinamata as shown in Figure 1.5. Then 

the diffusion process of ilfinamata disease is considered to be taking 

place over ti,e and over a social space ,I'ch is, in this case, col:lposed 

of different occupational groups or different economic sectors. t'e can 

order various economic sectors in terms of the ratio oi7 the nuumber of 

Htinamata disease patients belonging to an economic sector to that sec

tor's labour force, that is, in terms of patients per orker. For 

example, the larger the numuer of patients Per worker the farthcr away 

from the origin that sector is located. Alternatively, we may order 

along the social space axis different economic sectors in teriis of the 

ratio of a sectorial value of output to that sector's labour force, that 

is, in terms of value of output per ,.orker. The sraller the value of 

output per worker the farther away from the origin. If these two dif

ferent sequences generate the same ordering of economnic sectors along 

each social space, we have an ideal case in uhich we can use one social 

space to represent the t,.io distributions. If not, we have to prefer 

one to the other. As iie shall soon see, the availabl., data we can ob

tain from 1linamata suggests that we must use the latter case. Therefore, 

ve order the economic sectors in terms of value of output per worker. 
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Figure 1.5 The administrative area of the city of %namata
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Table 1.7 showing the value of output per worker by economic sector 

has six columns and tWo rows. The second column shows the economic sec

tors ordered in terms of increasing valuo of output :er worker (the data
 

in column 6). 
 Tho third column show ; the sectorial total value of out

put; the fourth,the sectorial labour force, Ni; the fifth, the sectorial 

share of total labour force, AJ/A; and finally , thc sixth coal,.a., valu( 

of output per worker by economic sector. The data shown are for two
 

tine points. As can be seen fro this table, the ordering of economic
 

sectors in terms of value of outiut per worLer is different for 1957
 

and 1971. 
 In site of this faut, we shall maintain the initial ordering 

made in terns of 1957 data since this change in sequence is not important 

to the definition of our probleh. Table 1.7 (botton) also shoos the
 

values of two types of inequality neasures,10 Theil' inequality measure
 

and the Gini index, both of which indicate the decrease of inequality
 

measures from 1957 to 1971.
 

Table 1.8 shows patients per worker corresponding to each economic
 

sector ordered in terms of increasing value of out ut per worker. Both
 

Theil's inequality measure and the Gini index again 
indicate the decrease 

of inequality in patients per worker anony economic sectors from 1957
 

to 1971.
 

Now, we summarize the first rows of Tables 1.7 and 1.8 in Figure 

1.6 and the second rows of Tables 1.7 and 1.8 in Figure 1.7. 
 In both
 

figures, each economic sector is ordered in terms of the 1957 value of
 

output per worker (Table 1.7) decreasing along the horizontal or social
 

10) See Appendix 2 for these computations.
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Table 1.7 Value of output lper i.,orker by economic sector 

LabourIValUe of Output 
Value of Force Per orker 

Year Sector Output i Yi 

1957 Fishery 10,510 224 0.0163' 46.92
 

Agriculture 698,152 5,707 0.41c3):' 122.33
 

Other 
!;anufacturing $ 2,610,980 1,572 0.1141 $ 1,660.92 

y ' 0. 8 7 : 2,102 60 

Roetaii . 5,3f!0,577 2,,% 0.1867 2 

Chemical " 2 570 0I! 7 
I ,.. 644 0.265, 6,1h3.743,,570,022 


$ 637,364 182 0.020 : 3,501.9
1971 Fishery 

A2riculture 
(1970) $ 2,844,444 3,630 0.409 . 772.94 

Oth r
 
lanufacturing $22,249,194 1,909 0.212 ,$11,654.00
 

Retail 22,775,680 2,152 0.239 $10,583.49
 

Cheilical $26,753,694 1,066 0.118 Y25,097.27
 

Theil's Inequality leasure Iy (1957) = 0.26609 1y (1971) = 0.1997
 

Gini's Index Gy (1957) = 0.5718C Gy (1971) = 0.4974
 

http:Y25,097.27
http:10,583.49
http:11,654.00
http:1,660.92
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Table 1.8 	 Patients with litnamata disease
 
per worker by economic sector
 

Labour 	 Patients
 

'o. of Force Per V.oriler
 
Year Sector Patients i li/N qi
 

1957 	 Fiscry 51 224 0.0163 0.2276
 

Agriculture 8 5,707 0.4165 0.0014
 

Other
Sanufacturing 6 1,572 0.1I'16 0.0032 

Retail 0 2,559 0. ],67 0
 

Chemical 3 3,644 0.2058 0.0008
 

1971 	 Fishery 75 132 0.020 0.41203
 
Agriculture 38 3,6L0 0.409 0.01032
 

Other
 
..anufacturing 20 1,909 0.212 0.01047
 

Retail 8 2,152 0.239 0.00371
 

Chemical 22 1,066 0.118 0.02063
 

Theil's Inequality V:easure I. (1957) = 1.14632 1q (1971) = 0.687668 

Gini's Index Gq (1957) = 0.7983 Gq (1971) = 0.5305 
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space axis. Since each economic sector occupies a fixed portion of tLe
 

its share of total labour force, the
 space axis which is proportional to 


labour force density along the space axis is uniforr in both Figures 1.6
 

7 . figures, the left vertical axis measures in dollar terms and I. In bohl 

the value of output per worler and the right vertical axis the number of 

paticnts with inamata discase per worker by sector. 

From Tables 1.7 and 1.8, or equivalently, Fiuros 1.6 and 1.7, and 

tVe values of the inequality nasurcs, ,e notice that: 

(1.4.1a) the value of output per vxorler increased from 157 to 1971 at 

every snace ,oint (in t , social space), 

(1.4.1b) the inequality measure of value of output :er worker decreased 

fron 157 to 1971-,

(1.4.2a) th. number of natients with 'ina.ata disease per Yorker by 

sector increased froa 1957 to 1971 at every space point (inthe 

social soace): 

(1.4.2b) the inequality measure of number of patients with Iinamata 

disase por worler decreased from 1957 to 1071. 

(1.4.1a) and (1.4.1b) are clearly in accordance with our Darticular dis

tributive judaent weak Social Justice' discussed in Section 1.. A
 

benefit (the value of output per Yorker) generated by UPinanatais growing
 

economy increased at every space point (in a social space) and time
 

point in such a way that the inequality in tic spatial distribution of 

this benefit diminished over time. lence, (1.4.1a) and (1.4.1b) imply 

that, generally speaking, people in inanata are better off now than 

before. On the other .and (1.4.2a) and (1.4.2b) do not fully satisfy 
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Figure 1.6 	Distribution of value of output per worker and Minamata 
disease patients per worker over non-physical space at 
time t = 1957 
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Figure 1.7 Distribution of value of output per worker and Minamata 
disease patients per worker over non-physical space at 
time t = 1971 
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the weak Social Justice criteria. A cost (the number of patients with 

linamata disease per worker) 7enerated by inamata's growing, economy did 

not decrease at every space point (in a social space) and time point, al

thoug> the inequality in the spatial distribution of the cost diminished 

over time. That is (1.4.2b) imlies Nit the suffcrin.,, is _Y;-ared more eqitally 

now than before, O'ile (1.42a) indicates that the sufferipj increased at 

every space point over time. Therefore, the firgt problerm we deal with 

(Problem 1--the case of unkno.rn causality and non-physical spTace) can be 

defined as follows: 

Problem l.A) Under w.hat conditions could the situation described in
 

(1.4.1a) through (1.4.2b) occur in linamata? (i.e., the 

improvement in distribution of the value of output coupled 

with the diffusion of :inamata disease over a social space 

over tine). 

Problem 1.) V.as it necessary that (1.4.2a) occur in order to achieve 

(1.4.1a)? In other words, 'as it necessary in linairata's
 

growing economy to increase the cost (the number of patients
 

per worher) in order to increase the benefit (the value of
 

output per wor:er)? 

Problem !.C) If 1.0 is true, why? 

Problem 1.D) Are there any policies which may eliminate the possibility 

of (1.4.2a) while maintaining (l.4.1a), (1.4.1b) and (1.4.2b)? 

V'e restate this problem in more technical terms at the beginning of
 

Chapter 4.
 

http:unkno.rn
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1.3.2 The Case of :nown Causality and Physical Space (Framework 4)
 

''e now loo!7 at the i!inamata mercury pollution case fron the viewpoint 

that the causality of pollution effects is known. A'!e are interested in 

the intorrelaton.hips betwoen the oroduction oF good 1 (i.e., 

-hL pro u Ct: ion o ti cl_ ta I A'. hyl - , wh ich creates a pollutant, 

and the production of good 2 (i.e., the production of fish), which is 

contaninated by this pollutant. ecause causality is known, these con

taminated fish are not consumed, i.e., they do not appear in the market
 

place.
 

Table 1.2 in Sectio, 1.2.2 shows the production of acetaldehyde in 

Chisso's 'inamata plant and the amount of mercury discharged iozo waste 

water. lost of tis mercury is still in the lay of 'iinarata at this 

writing. fable 1.5 shows the size of the iinanata fisheries annual catch 

from 1954 to 1958 and their annual growth rates all of which are negative. 

Part of the data of Table 1.2 and 1.9 are Vlotted in Figure 1.8. This 

figure shows t' e effect of metallic pollution on the activities of the 

fisheries. Table 1.10 shows the distribution of 'inamata fishermen over 

physical snac not the social space. Space point 0 .di ca-s the location 

of the discharqing point of mercury contaninating w asteowater which is 

just outside of Chisso iinanata plant. Space point 1 through 7 indicate 

the names of the fishing villages hich are also shown in Figure 1.5 of 

the administrative area of the city of Anamata. These space points are 

increasing distances from the discharging point. Now we nay construct 

in Figure 1.9 the physical space axis with space point 0 at the origin. 

The right vertical line indicates the amount of fish cau'g!t at iach s'nacc point 

divided bv labour force of that space point. Then this size of fish catch
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Table 1.9 Fish caught by the linamata 
fisheries coopcrative 

Year I 

Total quantity 
of Fish Caught 

(kg) 

, Change 
in Quantity 

of Fish 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

279,435 

172,305 

95,593 

40,560 

39,731 

- 38.3 

- 44.51 

- 57.51 

- 2.04 

- 2.04 

Table 1.10 Distribution of fisherimen over physical space 

Space 
Point 

0 

Discharging 
IPoint 

1 

Umedo 

2 

:arushima 

3 

Tsukino
Ura• 

4 

Funazu 

5 

Yudo 

6 

Modo 

7 

Yunoko 

No. of 
Fishermen 

Labour 
Force 

0 23 

? 

82 49 44 52 85 

? 

23 
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Figure 1.8 Production of acetaldehyde and 
fish caught by the Minamata 
fisheries cooperative, 1955-1958 
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per worker may take the shape of a monotone increasing function over 

physical space (see Figure 1.9). Although the author has no data to 

verifiy this monotoner increasing function, his personal observation of 

this area revcais that te ratio o fislierurmen to the labour force is 

higher as you go further away fron the center of the city of i inamata. 

This appears to be so since most industries -rc concentrated at the 

origin, i.e., the center of the city of i,,inamata. Therefore, if we 

assume the equal productivity of fishermen, then 

size of fish catch size of fish catch number of fishermen 
size of labour force - number of fishermen x size of labour force 

That is, the size of the fish catch per worker becomes proportional to 

the ratio of fishermen to labour force which is likely to talke the form 

of a monotcne increasing function, although we do not iave data on labour 

force at each physical space point. This may justify the positively 

sloped curve in Figure 1.9. The left vertical line in Figure 1.9 m.ieasures 

the per worker acetaldehyde production, the curve of which is negatively 

sloped along the physical space axis, since tho number of workers w,,orking 

for the production of acetaldehyde will decreasu with physical distance 

from the origin. Combining Figure 1.8 and Figure 1.9 we get Figure 1,.10, 

in which the size of fish catch per worker is decreasing vith time at 

every space point while the per worker acetaldehyde production is in

creasing with time at every space point. 

11) For convenience, the curve is dra.n in continuous form. 
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Figure 1.9 Distributions of size of fish catch
 
por worker and per i,orker acetaldehyde

production over physical space
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This gives rise to our second problen (Problem 2--the case of known 

causality and physical space): 

Problem 2A) Figure 1.10 s'iows the steady decrease in size of fish catch 

p e r worker along the physical space as contrasted with the 

steady increase in per worker acetaldehyde :roduction along 

the samie physical sace. Under what conditions can this 

situation occur? 

Problem 2P,) Are there any policies which may correct this kind of 

situation? Such policies must be based on appropriate 

objectives.
 

We restate this problem in more technical terms at the beginning of 

Chapter 5.
 

Before going on to the next section, discuss the ofwe realism our 

adopted Frameworks 1 and 4 (see Table 1.1) in analyzing Problens 1 and
 

2 as described above.
 

Framework 1 assumes that the causality of pollution effcts is un
known and space is non-p-ysical. Specifically speakirn, the causality
 

of Iinamata disease is assuned 
 to be unknown. In stating Problemn 1, we 

have imrlicitly thatassumed Frame,,orl- 1 is still valid for the 19 7 3 data 

on the occupational distribution of 7lianmata disease patients. H1ow..,ever, 

as Section 1.2.1 indicates, the causality of irianata disease was dis

covered publicly in the mid 1960's., This discovery thatproved ;Iinamata 

disease was caused by eating fish and shellfish contaiminated by organic 

mercury contained in the ,4aster water from Chisso's TVinamata plant. In 

light of this discovery, is it realistic to that 1 isassume Framework 
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still valid for the 1973 data? The answer to this question is yes. For 

as Section 1.2.1 shows, we do not yet know. completely the mechanism by 

which discharged mercury is transported to the human nerve cells. The 

knowledge of Zhe causality of iinamata disese does help medical doctors 

to diagnose their patients' illness but does not prevent people from 

consuming contaminated fish because it is qenerally impossible to tell 

the difference between contauinated and non-contaminated fish. If we 

know the wVole mechanism, we may then be able to differentiate in a 

practical way betwoeen contaminated and nop-contaminated fish (e.g., by 

screening out fish from contaminated areas). Therefore, togetier with 

the fact that most discharged nercury is still in the Day of inamata, 

we may reasonably assume that Framework I is still valid for the 1973 

data. 

Franeworl: 4 assumes that the causality of pollution effects is 

completely kno. and s,-ace is physical. Specifically speaking, it assumes 

that the technological relationships between the production of acetalde

hyde (good 1) and the production of fish (good 2) can be specified in 

teras of the characteristics of pollution effects and the characteristics 

of fish population. Furtherrore, Framework 4 assumes that the bargaining 

between the Cb'isso Company and the ?inamata fishermen was done based on 

these known technological relationships. As shown in Section 1.2.1 and 

in Figure 1.8, the fact is that the 7linamata fishermen had endured hard

ships caused by a decrease in the size of their fish catch for at least 

5 years (i.e., 1954 - 1959) before asking for conmensation from the Chisso 

Company. The bargaining between the '1inamata fishermen and the Chisso 

Company was done in 1959 under conditions of unhnown causality and of 
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unknown technological relationships between the production of good 1 and 

the production of good 2 since Kumamoto researchers' organic mercury 

theory .,as not yet vorified at that time. 

'hat then is t"e imilication of Framework 4 in analyzing Problem 2 

in light of this alparent contradiction? Ue are interested in finding 

whether or not ,,,ecan reconstruct the situation described in Figure 1.10
 

(i.e., the steady decrease over time in the production of good 2 along 

the physical axis as contrasted ,.,ith the steady increase over tine in 

the production of good 1), provided that we assu;le a perf ctly competi

tive narlet and the known causality of pollution effects. Particularly, 

we are interested in identifying the fory:m of technological relationship 

between the production of good 1 and the production of good 2, :hich 

brings about the s.tuation described in Figure 1.10. Compared to the 

analysis of Problcm 1, the approach .,e adopot in analyzing Problem 2 is 

more normative. The situation .e deal with in Problem 2 is not the one 

that actually existed in "inanata where the market economy did not take 

into account the pollution effects caused by the production of good 1 

on the production of good 2, until 1059 w.,hen the situation became worse
 

and the bargaining tool: -)lace between the Chisso Company and the iiinamata 

fishermen. Instead we deal with a situation in which a market economy 

internalizes these pollution effects wicnever they exist. In anlayzing 

Problem 2, we are interested in the extent to ,:hich this market economy 

internalizes the -ollution effects in order to bring about the given 

Situation described in Figure 1.10. 
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1.4 	 Important Policy Implications
 

In this section ,.e discuss some reasons for using the particular dis

tributive judgment called 'weak Social Justice, in analyzing problems such 

as those outlined in this study. Specifically, we pinpoint somo weaknesses 

in the marginality principe as used to evaluate public policies in cer

tain areas including the pollution aspect of economic growth. 

A dilenma w,,hich both developed and developing countries now face is 

the problem of how to harmonize economic development and environmental 

preservation. The main driving force in economic development has been the 

continual investment of savings in production facilities so as to increase 

the size of the econojiic pie. For example, in the stage of economic 

development in which most developing countries are found, it is highly 

inconceivable that a policy scientist would recommend that the nation's 

scarce resources be used for the construction of waste treatment facilities 

rather than the construction of tertilizer factoxies. A tynical incase 

point is represented by the follow,!ing statement by Oliver !%eerasinghe, 

ambassador from Ceylon to the UN, at a United Nations symposium on the im

pact 	 of urbanization on man's environment: 

The two-thirds of mankind who live in developing countries 
do not share the same concern for the environment as the 
other one-third in more affluent regions. The primary 
problem for these developing areas is the struggle for the 
bare necessities of life. It would, therefore, not be 
realistic to expect governments of these areas to carry
 
out recommendations regarding environmental protection 
which might impede or restrict economic progress. 1 

12) 	 This statement was reported as a part of news 'Pollution concern is 
relative thing" in Industry !1eek, June 29, 1970. 
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On the other hand, at a more advanced stage of economic development,
 

as in Japan, for exmple, it is equally inconceivable that a policy scientist
 

wiould reconmend that industry be allowed to discharge untreated waste uater 

into the environment. 

The question tihen is how do we know at that stage of development we 

should start to take into account the problem of environmental protection. 

Particularly, how do we know when we should switch our policy from say, 

one oriented to maximizing economic growth to one oriented to greater 

Preservation of the environment. The former policy carries an implication 

that public investments must be concenlrated in those areas Ci.h con

stitute a bottleneck for the nation's economic growth. The latter policy 

may carry an implication that public funds should be used to counter any 

threat by a growing economy to the maintenance of the carrying capacities 

of th: environment. 

Hie may pose the same question fron an entrepreneur's viewpoint. As
 

an entrepreneur, how do we no. when we should start investing marginal 

capital in wasce treatment facilities rather than in the expansion of 

production facilities. A typical answer to this latter question has been 

provided by the marginality principle which specifies the following: 

if the net marginal benefit of additional capital invested in production 

activities becomes less than the shado,' price or the net marginal benefit 

of a new waste treatment facility, then the entrepreneur should start in

vesting in the waste treatment facility. To the extent that net marginal 

benefits may contain non-monetary elements, tlhe shadow price may certainly 

depend on such psychological cost as people's negative attitudes towards
 

pollution.
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In a canitalist society, it is conceivable that the private sector 

uses this marginality principle in evaluating alternative investment pro

jects. Fut the society as a whole may incur a grave consequence if we 

valuating alternativeapply the marginality principle to the question of 


public policies such as maximizing economic growth or emphasizing greater
 

preservation of the envirenment. The use of the marginality priinciple 

as the only basis for public policy evaluation is irresponsible. 

Suppose a policy scientist does not recommend a change in a govern

ment's policy from one of maximizing economic groth to one oriented to 

the net annual benefit ofgreater preservation of the environment until 

such a growth policy becomes less than the annual shadow price of the 

preservation policy. Under these conditions, there are at least three 

reasons why such a policy is a great disservice to society. First, the 

marginality principle disregards any distributive asoects of benefits 

and costs. For example, as long as the costs of economic growth, such 

as pollution effects are concentrated on a minority group such as fisher

the governmen, the marginality 	principle may certainly indicate that 

its economic growth policy, since the marginalityment need not change 

principle depends only on aggregate indicators and not on any distribu

tragedy of linamatative indicators. As 	 Section 1.2.1 has shown, the 

disease was partly due to the fact that pollution took place when the
 

Japanese economy, with strong support from governmental policy, was
 

growing at a very rapid rate.
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Second, the rarginality principle is unable to detect aniy potentially 

danaginq phoro:ena outside of the rarket place. 1 3 Specifically speaking, 

it is unable to account the high degree of uncertainty regarding the im

pact of advanced tecni, , n, e environ:vnt. The inanata nercury 

pollution case is a priwe exa::m le of sucn a situation. ,ho ]ne" in the 

1950's that tile dischare of inorganic : ercur, can be converted into 

organic mercury by microbial reactions and that a food chain can con

centrate a toxic substance at an alamning rate? The ,arginality princi

ple cannot calculate the proper cost of such a discharging operation un

less tiae whole nechanism of the ncrcury transfer process is taken into 

account by the narket (i.e., tmlu price nec.anism). In effect, it is 

possible O.at under circumstance of unknoin causality, the use of the 

marginality principle would result in recormending the transfer of labour 

from 	 the fishery sector to tho OAemical industry sector simply because 

the fishery sector's productivity is extreely low compared to the cheD

ical inuustry sector's productivity. Such action would result in the 

generation of even more pollution. 

Finally, because of the above tuo reasons, the narginality princi

ple may force certain minority groups (e.g., the fishermen in the inamata 

case) to become a scape goat for the :wisallocation of resourses. It nay 

also allow a situation to go to a point of no return. For example, the 

mercury content in Japanese people's hair (6.5 pp) is more than twice 

13) 	 If the theory of sec on-best develops beyond its present stage, 
it ay onable the marginality principle to take into account the 
phenomena outside of the market place. See for the theory of 
second-best Section 2.2.3. 
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as uiUch as tCat in Anericaa people's hair (2.S7 pin),14 Seemingly, the
 

only way to reduce this level of mercury would be to eat nothin,. .e
 

conclude that the warginality principle as represented by the public
 

authorities' handlin, of the :inai.mata disease contributed to post:oning
 

a real solution to the nationwide wercury pollution Iroble, in Japan.
 

Thus, if the marginality principle is used to evaluate 0olicy, we 

may not escape the criticism of being irresponsible in the sense that 

we fail to detect a problem at an early stage of Oevelopcent and take 

precautionary easures against the further develovent of the problem. 

If the ,narginalityprinciple is inappropriate, what kind of criterion or
 

policy objective should be used to evaluate public policy? e have al

ready indicated in Section 1.1 that we use as a distributive judgment
 

weak Social Justice which has certain advantages over the marginality 

principle. ",eak Social Justice,, under certain conditions, w:ould at 

least enable a policy scientist to detect a problem if any exists, at 

an earlier stage than the zarginality principle would. As an example, 

let us take a look at Figure 1.8. This figure clearly implies twiat the 

income of fishermen is decreasing since 1954 and the income of employees 

of Chisso .inamata factory is increasing since 1954. Therefore, we 

could know as early as in 1955 that the inconc distribution in ';namata 

did not comply with 'weak Social Justice" ,hich required in this case a 

steady increase of income of every orker and the equalization of income 

arong workers over tine. On the other hand, the marginality principle 

would certainly say that the benefit due to the increase in the 

14) Shiraki, Hirotsugu, 'Vercury Pollution in Jaan, (in Japanese), 
ResearcL on Environw ,tal bisruption Tow,,ard Interdisciplinary 
Cooperation, Volune 2, Number 3, Winter, 1973. 
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production of acetaldehyde was more than enough to compensate for the loss 

due to the decrease in th,. quantity of fish caught. Thus, "weak 

Social Justice could have raised a question as uarly as in 1955 on 

of a set of public policies in ilina ata, Mhile the margi
the validity 

set of ?ublic policies in
nality princi]e could not. Te existing 


1955 did not, of course, restrict th? plant's discharging operation.
 

However, raising a question over an existing set of public policies
 

can be used to
 nwan that we have also identified policies that
does not 

Social Justice is not satisfied. In 
cope with a situation where "weak 

we have to know the structural
order to identify approprinte p;olicies, 

economy juestion. Otherwise, all we can docharacteristics of the in 

is to insert policies arbitrarily into the economy with the hone that 

a set of effective policies.the cycle of trial and error may lead to 

arbitrary public intervention willBut it is unlikely that tis Lind of 

mechanism from achieving thebe beneficial nhile disturbing the .ar"et 

efficient allocation of resources. As an example, suppose in 1955 we 

did not meet the criteriafound that the iWcore distribution in "amma 

Social Without knowing that the externalsuggested by 'weak Justice. 

diseconony had not been internalized by the market econcoy, we would 

have been unable to duvise any effective policy which could make the in

"weak Social Justice.- in come distribution in i namata comply with 

other words, any systematic study of the ,inaniata's income distribution 

when the Kumamoto University's
was impossible at least until July, 1950, 

(see Section 1.2.1),Research Team. announced the organic mercury theory 

in the .inamata'sthus suggesting the existence of an external diseconomy 

market economy. 
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In Chapter 3, we present a systematic way of arriving at public 

policies which can be used to achieve 'weak Social Justice, in ay mar

ket economy. In Chaptnzs 4 and 5, we analyze 
 inamata's growin dual
 

economy by assuning two different causality schetcs for the existence
 

of an external disecono.iy. e then derive a set 
of public policies
 

for each causality scheme. 
 Finally, in Chapter 6 we integrate these
 

two different sets of public policies 
into a set of policies which can
 

be applied in a more general case.
 

http:disecono.iy




'CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIE . 

2.1 	 Purpose of Review 

This chapter has two objectives. One is to clarify the historical 

developments leading to the methodology for space-time analysis recently 

developed by isard and Liossatos. In so doing, !ie begin withi U review 

of the static analysi, of modern elfare economics based on a particu

lar set of value judmnents called Paretian value judgilents. Then we 

see the difficulties that the apt) liction of static welfare economics 

has had to the study of dynamic resource allocation in economic develop

ment. After that lie introduce the work of Isard and Liossatos as a way 

to re,:iedy the stated difficulty. 

The second objective is to clarify some of the imuortait assumptions 

which we employ in analyzing our problem. This is done at appropriate 

times in later sections of this chapter. 

2.2 	 1,Velfare Economics 

2.2.1 Pareto Optirality 

Hodern welfare economics is based on a particular set of axioms 

called the Paretian value judgments which Nathl S sunmarizes as follows: 

(i) The concern is to be with the welfare of all the 
individuals in the society rather than with that of some 
mythical entity called 'Society' or 'StateI or with that 
of some special group or class... 

(ii) Any non-economic causes affecting an individual's 
welfare can be ignored... 

15) 	 Nath, S. K. A Reappraisal of llelfare Economics, Augustus 1.
 
Kelley Publishers, New York, 3969, pp. 8-10.
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(iii) An individual snould be considered the best judge
 

of his economic welfare...
 

(iv) If any changc in the allocation of resources increases
 

the income and leisure of everyone or at least of one person
 

(or more strictly one household) without reducing those of 

any other, then the change should be considered to have 
increased social welfare... 

The first axiom above specifies the social welfare function, ', as a
 

ug , and nothing else such thatfunction of individual utility functions, 

i(u ... us ) where s is the number of individuals in the society. InW= 

or 	theeffect, this says that there i5 no room for other living thin., 

natural environment to be repixesented in the process of evaluation of 

social welfare except through man's welfare. This axiom might have 

prompted Boulding ,.ho said that: 

Economics... emerged out of a civilization, part of
 

Western Europe, that was created largely by Christianity
 

and which regarded man as the measure of all things and 
for his pleasure andthe universe as existing mainly 

salvation .... The econorist... is much more apt to look
 

at 	things from a strictly human view and while he would 

doubt regret the passing of the whooping crane, whenno 
the chips are really down, the question he aslks himself 
is, what would it cost 1 o preserve it?--cost in terms of 

strictly human values. 

The second axiom limits the scope of variab'les affecting an individual 

utility functioi, to only those which are exchangeable in the market place 

necessary to producesuch 	 as coimodities and the productive services 

The third axiom assures that each individual is
these commodities. 

capable of ordering different levels of utility and can decide what 

16) 	 See oulding, Kenneth, 'Economics and Ecology," in Future
 

Environments of North America, edited by Darling, Frank Fraser,
 
and JoJ--. P. 1iilton, The Natural History Press, Garden City, 
N'ew York, 1966, pp. 225-234.
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is most suitable for his otwn welfare. Based on the second and third 

axioms we may write doi.m the following ordinary utility function for 

each one of s individuals
 

V9. vg )ug = u9(y ' Y' . g 1... s 

where 

9 = the gth individual's share of commodity Yi
 
1i
 

v4 = the gth individual's share of productive service V
 
31 

Finally, the fourth axiom, which is by itself sonetines referred to as 

the Paretian value judgment, specifies that the partial derivative of 

the social welfare function with respect to any individual utility 

function is positive. In other words, if we increase the utility of 

one individual, say, g, while keeping the remaining (s-l) individuals' 

utilities fixed, this increase in g's utility is assumed to have a 

positive contribution to the value of social welfare function such
 

that DW/ cu g > 0. 

Thie economy consists of both the production and distribution of
 

commodities and the productive services necessary to create these com

modities. Assume a social transformation function, which specifies
 

the technological relationship between commodities and their productive
 

services such that
 

=T(YI •"•Yn, VI ''"VM) 0 

where n is the number of different commodities and m is the number of
 

different productive services,
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=Yi 	 y + . + Yi or " 

vI 	 vsvj + .. 	 for j I ... ra j 	 j 

1
Then the above defined Pareto-type social welfare function, 11=1(u . . . us), 

can be used to determine the socially optimum distribution of n commodities 

among s individuals, the socially optimum composition of output of these j. 

coiwriedities, and the socially optimum allocation of the in productive fac

tors 	among the production of the n commodities. Thlese three optimum composi

tions characterize the social ootinium according to a piven social welfare 

function and are consistent ,,ith the above social transformation function 

and two resource constraint conditions. The crux of Paretian welfare 

economics is the proposition that this social optimum achieved by the con

strained maximization of a social welfare function can be realized through 

a perfectly competitive mtarket system.17 Th-is proposition states that a 

perfectly competitive market mechanism characterized by atomistic profit 

maximizing producers and atomistic utility maximizing consumers satisfies 

in equilibrium the necessary conditions for (1) a technological production 

optimum (a technologically efficient allocation of scarce productive fac

tors) in which the output of any commodity cannot be increased without re

ducing the output of some other commodity; and for (2) a Paretian exchange 

optimum (an optimum distribution of both commodities and their productive 

services ai:tong consumers) in which no consumer can be benefited without 

hurting another. The necessary conditions for a technological production
 

optimum and a Paretian exchange optimum are called the Paretian optimum 

conditions.
 

17) 	 For the rigorous proof of this proposition under certain assumptions, 
see, for example, Nikaido, H., Convex Structures and Economic Theory, 
Academic Press, 1968, Sect. 17 of Chapter S. 

http:system.17
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2.2.2 Externality 

After Buchanan and Stubblebine 1 8 we may define an externality in con

sur.iption such that an external effect or an externality is present given 

the following utility functions for any two individuals, r and g: 

ur = ur(yr, vr)
 
i J
 

nu= ug(y[, yr) for i, k= 1 . . . 

' Yk j=l. . M 

That 	is, the utility of an individual, g, depends not only on his own 

Vgcommodity-productive service bundle (),g y V) but also on 
I ni 1 M 

r's (the other individual's) share of the k-th commodity, yr. Furthermore, 

Buchanan and Stubblebine define that a marginal external economy exists when 

3ug/ )yr > 0 (i.e., r's share of 1,-th commodity, makes a positive contri

bution to ug) and a marginalkk external diseconlor.y exists M~n -,Yr -0 

(i.e., r's share of k-th commodity iales a negative contribution to ug). 

After stating this original analytical definition of an externality 

Buchanan and Stubblebine w,.ent on to declare that 'full Pareto-equilibrium 

can never be attained via the imposition of unilaterally imposed taxes and 

subsidies until all marginal externalities are eliminated 19 . 

18) 	 Buchanan, James ,. and 1n. Craig Stubblebine, 'Externality,'
 
Economica, ovember, 1962, pp. 371-84.
 

19) 	 Pigou, on the other hand, had argued that the presence of external 
economies and diseconomies presents a prima facie case for the
 
public authority to intervene by taxes or subsidies to bring
 
about a Pareto optimum. See Pigou, A. C., The Economics of
 
Welfare, Third Edition, :Nacilillan and Company, London, 1929,
 
Part 	 I, Chapter 9 , pp. 174-205. 
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Full Pareto equilibrium is defined to be present when the marginal 

and the numcrairerate of technical transfori-mation between the k-th co-ilodity 

commodity, j, (i.e., the iarginal cost of k-th comr:iodity, ( T/)Yk)/ 

of two terms: (1) g's marginal subjective( T/ Yj)), is equal to the sun 

and g's share ofrate of substitution between r's share of k-th commodity 

j-th coiiodity (i. e., ( ug/ , y")/ ( u'/ gy)) and (2) r' s marginal sub
k j 

jective rate of substitution between r's share of k-th commodity and r's 

share of j-th commodity (i.e., ( ur/ > y)/() Ur/, r)). In other words, 

the following relationship holds at some iioint y4 (say) 

k Yk
 
(2.1) 	 ug! 3yr ur/ ,) y r = T/ Y 

k_ + k 

' Y .bug/ DyY9 ur/ yr 	 T/ 

where
 

= yr +
 

k k
 

T(y 1	 ' " Yn' V1 . . . Vm)0 

But, after Nath 2 0 we can say that we.re either one of tihe following two 

situations are feasible, the perfectly competitive market mechanism can 

achieve the situation depicted in equation (2.1): 

20) 	 Nath's discussion is mainly in terms of marginal external economies. 

See Hath, pp. 65-72. !Uehave confined our discussions to marginal 
external diseconomies. For these are relevant to our problem. 
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(2.2) the marginal external diseconomy imposing individual, r, and 

the marginal external disecono-y suffering individual, g, are 

able to negotiate that the former should pay the latter for 

compensation in damage done to the latter by tho_. former's 

production activity; 

(2.3) through the auspices of soiae central agency, any dairtage done 

by the marginal external diseconony imposing individual to 

the marginal external diseconomy suffering individual will be 

comensated by the imposition of unilaterally iin.osed taxes. 

Thus (2.3) shows that full Pareto-equilibrium can be obtained with the 

imposition of unilaterally imposed taxes even if a marginal external dis

economy exists.
 

This is the position we take in our own work in Chapter 5. In other 

words, we assume that there is no institutional and/or technological 

reasons which prevents the market from bringing about the necessary condi

tion for Paretian optimality as shown by equation (2.1). External dis

economies, which satisfy (2.2) or (2.3), are referred to later as a 

Buchanan-Stubblebine type external diseconomy (see Chapters 3 and 5). 

2.2.3 Second-Best
 

Lipsey and Lancaster 21 analyzed the question of whether or not it 

was desirable to meet the other Paretian optimum condition if for some 

reason one of the Paretian optimum conditions cannot be fulfilled. In 

answering this question, they defined a :second-best- optimum point as 

21) 	 Lipsey, R. G. and K. Lancaster, "ie General Theory of Second-
Best," Review of Economic Studies, Vol. 24, No. 63, 1956, pp. 
11-32.
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the one in which a social welfare function was naxinized subject to a 

social transformation function and a constraint that one of the Paretian
 

optimum conditions vas violated. A violation of thc Paretian conditions 

may occur if there elists institutional and/or technological reasons 

which prevents the (quality in (2.1) from being achieved. This situa

tion may be duo either to the failure to induce r to pay compensation 

for damages to g or to the failure to impose a rarginal tax, or to mis

calculate the value of this tax, on r's performance of his activities. 

Externalities caused by this second-best situation are referred to later 

as a Nath-type externality (see Chapter 3). 

Lipsey and Lancaster proposed the following general theorem for the
 

second-best optimum:
 

given that one of the Paretian optimum conditions
 
cannot be fulfilled, then an optimum situation can be
 
achieved only by departing from all the other Paretian
 
conditions.
 

This theorem 22 has been proved wrong first by Davis and !lhinston23 in the
 

case of a separable social welfare function and a seo-arable social trans

formation function.24
 

This theorem shocked economists. For a long time they had lived 

with an implicit belief that, in Nath's words: ... the greater the number 

of the various necessary conditions which could be satisfied in an economy, 

the nearer the system would be to such an optimum. 

22) See Nath, pp. 49. 

23) Davis, 0. A. and A. B. 1.hinston, "Welfare Economics and the Theory 
of Second-Best,, Review of Economic Studies, Vol. 32, No. 89, 
January, 1965, pp. 1-14. 

24) A function f(xl . . . Xn) is separable if and only if 

f(x1 . . Xn) = f1(Xl) + . . . +fn(Xn). 
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In other words, economists believed that the greater the number of 

Paretian optimui= conditions which could be satisfied in an economy, the 

more efficient use of resources ould be acaieved. This assumntion is 

an important theoretical basis for the analysis of public investment. 

'.orrison 25 also shows the possibility that the application d certain 

policy instruments may preserve the Paretian conditions at the second 

best point.
 

In Chapter 3, the theory of second-best is included in our methodo

logical framework of the analysis. However, the second-best problem can 

be ignored in the 11inamata situation because we assume condition (2.2)
 

described in Section 2.2.3 has been satisfied.
 

2.3 Isard-Liossatos's ilethodology
 

2.3.1 Optimal Growth Theory
 

Ra:.isey , by ignoring distributional considerations altogether, 

was able to apply to the dynamic problem of resource allocation over time 

a technological 'oncept of efficiency (i.e., the concept of a techno

logical production optimum) which was developed as a result of the static 

analysis of welfare economics. Thus, he became the founder of optimal 

growth theory.
 

Ramsey analyzed the problem of a society with a given initial amount 

of capital choosing the optimal growth path of consumption over an infinite 

25) liorrison, Clarencer C., "CvLiralzations on tac 1:vhodology or 
9ccQd-tiest, 1 .1estern Economic Journal, Vol. 6, o. 2, iiarch, 1968. 

26) Ramsey, Frank P., 'Aflathematical Theory of Saving,, The Economic 
Journal, Vol. 38, 1928, pp. 543-59. 
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time 	horizon. In this case, society's objective was to maximize, over 

the infinite tiilhe horizon, thte cuijulative SUM of the society's nOt enjoy

27 fiesoit'ne 
ment per unit of time. Ranisuy, after arshall, defined society's net 

enjoyment per unit of time as the difference beteen the instantaneous 

rate of social utility of consumpition and the instantaneous rate of social 

disutility of labour. Hence, by ignoring the distribution of comodities 

produced by society, R.amsey was able to avoid a Paretian exchange concept 

(i.e. , the Paretian value judments) and succeeded in extending a static 

concept of technological efficiency to the dynamic resource allocation 

problem over time.
 

In analyzing his problem, Ramsey rejected the practice of discounting 

future utilities in comparison i.,ith earlier utilities by simply saying 

that such practices arc. -ethically indefensible. ;' Unlike Ramsey, many 

modern students of optimjum growth theory have used a discounting method 

as a means to insure th,,t the cumulative sum over a time horizon of a 

society's instantaneous utility function takes a finite value. Rmsey's 

views have been reemphasized recently by dArge and Kogiku: 2 8 

If the human race faces the possibility of extinction 
by pollution (or other means) over a finite interval,
 
are intergenerational utility comparisons defensible?
 
WJithin a different context, Dasgupta recently suggested
 
that a 'small positive discount of the future'' may be 
accepted as "ethical . . . However, if 'e assume that 
each generation can be exactly separated from others, 
then current generations with higher rates of time 
preference may actually eliminate the existence of some 
distant future generation. The faster we consume in a 
closed resource syste,., the more rapidly extinction 

27) 	 ilarshall, A'Fred, Principles of Economics, Volume 1, ;'.aciillan
 
and Company, London, 1898, Chapter 2 in Book 5 and Note 12 in
 
Appendix, pp. 409 and 795.
 

28) 	 d'Arge, R. C. and K. C. Kogiku, Economic Growth and the Natural 
Environment, Uorking Paper #I, Program in Environmental Economics, 
Dept. of Economics, Univ. of Calif., Riverside, Calif., April 1971. 
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occurs. Iile the utility of distant generations may 
seem valueless now, if we were that distant generation, 
we very well could value our continued existeuce at our 
approaching infinity. 

Because we believe that in the study of pollution, the practice of dis

' counting is truly -ethically indefensible, this study deals with a non

discounted finite time horizon. 

A probloui which naturally arises at this point is to define in 

economic tei:ms, what is meant by a finite time horizon. Stone29 ,rovides 

us with an answer. He divides the time horizon into two parts, short

run and long-run, and assumes that social welfare functions for the short

run and the long-run have been specifiod. The world specified by the 

long-run social welfare function is a world of steady gro;th in which rele

vant variables such as consumption, the labour available, etc. grow at 

some constant rate. This long-run social uelfare function deduces the 

boundary conditions on the values of stock variables such as capital, etc. 

at the end of the short-run time horizon. Then the short-run problem is 

to find an optimal. growth path of stock variables over the finite time 

horizon in the light of the short-rul social welfare function so as to 

satisfy the prescribed initial and boundary conditions. 

Optimal growth theory has beei, applied ex'tensively to the economi.cs 

of development aiming at the efficie.it allocation of scarce resources over 

time so as to maximize the prescribed aggregative national welfare. In 

most cases, the assumn)tion has been made that distributive judments such 

as interregional equity or interpersonal equity is considered to be a
 

29) Stone, R. '.athematics in the Social Science and Other Essays,
 
The I.I.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Hassachusetts, 1966 , pp. 31-32. 

http:efficie.it
http:economi.cs
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riatter of subjective judgment. A typical case of this value free attitude 

on the part of optimal growth theorists is represented by the following 

statement by Datta-Chaudhuri :30 

Given the savings behaviour of the two regions, the 
planning problera is to allocate the total savings 
of the nation among the two regions at each instant
 
of time in such a way that the nation as a whole 
acquires a desired level of capital stock, irrespective
 
of its geogradhical distribution, in the shortest 
possible time (emphasis added). 

However, a few scientists have felt unconfortable with this value 

free assumption and have tried to integrate the efficiency aspect and the 

equity aspect of resource allocations. For example, MeraM analyzes the 

dynamic resource allocation process in a nation with Lwo regions. He 

maximizer the efficiency objective of national welfare subject to a pre

scribed value of an equity objective which specifies the relative welfare 

relationships among regions. As !Tera noted, his analysis is essentially 

in line with the approach advocated by ilarglin32 in the field of benefit

cost analysis in which distribut ve judgments are given the status of a 

constraint on the analysis of efficient allocation of resources.
 

30) 	 Datt ,-Chaudhuri, 'Irinal, "Optimum Allocation of Investments and
 
Transportation in a Two-Region Economy,' in Karl Shell (editor),
 
Essays on the Theory of Optimal Economic Growth, The 1A.I.T. Press,
 
1967.
 

31) 	 Nera, K., Efficiency and Equalization in Interregional Economic
 
Development, Ph.D. Thesis, Harvard University, June, 1965, Chapter
 
8.
 

32) 	 11arglin, S. T., 'Objectives of Water-Resource Development: A 
General Statement,' in Design of Water Resources Systems, edited by 
Arthur 1.aass, Harvard University Press, 1962, pp. 17-87. 
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In analyzing his problem, >:Iera divides an infinite time horizon into
 

a set of discrete points and makcs an important assumption as to the inter

action between the equity aspect and efficiency aspect of resource alloca

tions. He assumes that at the end of each discrete tiine c riod the govern

ment redistributes either cap-ital or ia,,ir or both so as to m1eeot the 

equity objective. in the next timc period, the redistributed productive 

factors in each region are used in such a way that the efficiency objec

tive of national welfare is maximized. This cycle of redistribution of 

productive factors and efficient use of redistributed productive factors 

is repeated throughout the entire time horizon. 

ilera's analysis, however, makes the redistribution process of pro

ductive factors external to the mark<et mechanism characterized by the 

efficiency objective of national welfare. I-ie does not consider the func

tional relationship between the equi'cy aspect and efficiency aspect of 

resource allocation. This lack of functional specification makes Mera's 

analysis inapplicable to the case of equitable resource allocation in a 

capitalist economy. For in a capitalist economy the government may 

achieve the equity objective not by dominating the market mechanism but 

by employing certain policy instruments in compliance with the workings 

of the market mechanism. Therefore, liera's approach is not appropriate 

for the analysis of our problem.
 

2.3.2 Optimal Space-Time Development Theory
 

In a series of papers, Isard and Isard and Liossatos made a very
 

important contribution to the analysis of dynamic resource allocation
 

problems. After a critical analysis of notions of time, isard presents a
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conceptual framework to analyze the evolutionary characteristics of a 

society. His conceptual frameork is based on general relativity theory 

and field theory in physics. Isard and Liossatos then go on to 0pply
 

his conceptual to analysis of a
framework the particular evolutionary
 

process in a society: the development of a primitive agricaltuce in an
 

isolated region. In doing so, Isard and Liossatos piesent a methodology 

called optimal space-time development theory. Thus, they succeed in 

introducing a general concept of space (both physical and non-physical) 

into optimal growth theory in order to analyze the dynamic resource 

allocation processes both time and sectionover 	 ,jpace. This suimmarizes 

their contribution. 

As one of the critical areas for future research, Isard3 3 suggests 

the need for the analysis of the evolutionary characteristics of a society 

in order to integrate spatial analysis and temporal analysis in social 

sciences into a general dynamic or general evolutionary theory. 

In the first of his triology on the interrelations between the two 

primitives, time and distance (space), Isard critically evaluates existing 

theories: 

I observe our location theories, our transportation
land use-rent theories, our general equilibrium theories,
 
our spatial classification and description techniques,

and our welfare analysis. They do not capture the 
evolutionary character of our society, its life cycles,

the sequences of actions and reactions that characterize 
its decision making, etc. They do not capture real time 
itself in its diverse manifestations. 

33) 	 Isard, V1., General Theory: Social, Political, Economic, and
 
Regional, Cambridge, IHassachusetts: The N.I.T. Press, 1969,
 
Chapter 16.
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'.ie may justifiably as!,, "'hy do we have so little good 
dynamical social theory?' Could it be tl.at we have failed 
properly to conceive and define the key concept--namely 
time, as it relates to processes?34 

Then Isard f-oes on to examine the concept of time in order to arrive 

at some society-neutral cr-acept of tiitle so that we can obtain a deeper 

understanding of the evolutionary characteristics of all types of societies. 

He identifies as oerational concepts of tine two general nodels: cardi

nal tine and ordinal ti!n.e. Ordinal time is defined in terms of an ordering 

of nrocesses or events over tine. Cardinal ti.e, on the other hand, in

cludes any linear transfor.ation of universe time, suc!, as calendar time, 

geolofgical tine, and life-cycle ti-.:e, Isard defines universe time to be 

distance in terms of unit time fron some s unrise at which w.-e isurie the 

earth began, where the unit of tire is defined to b t"he distance which 

one marks off along the scale to represent i,.'hat transpires bet.,een two 

successive sunrises. Geologic tine used by geoIo.;is1s may start at the 

zero -ooint as does universe time, but its units are eral" or ages. Life

cycle time is distance fron some reference point in calendar time such as 

the birth of the organis.i, the state of a business cycle, etc. Isard 

then describes the ongoing processes of a society in terns of these two 

general models of time. Any society can, therefore, be represented by a 

point in n dinensional Fuclidean tine-smace whose coordinates are either 

cardinal and/or ordinal tine. 

' 
34) 	 Isard, ". On Notions and r!odels of Time, Papers of the "egional 
Science Association, Vol. 25, 1970. 
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Then Isard considers t!e other ,rimitive, distance. There are many 

concents of distancc whlich social scientists have spoken of. As examples, 

Isard identifies:
 

physical distancea
 
economic distance measured in terms of transportation co-s:
 
time-cost distance;
 
social distance.
 

'Iemay certainly Plot 
a state of a socirety in m,dimensional Euclidian
 

distance-smace where n is the number of different distance concepts, that 

is, components of a distance vector. One problen, then, is -to analyze 

the interrelatioishJ])s between t110 n-dimensional Euclidean tine space and 

the m-div, nsional Euclidean distaace space as they relate to various 

social processes. To lhelp solve this problem, Isard explores the inter

relationships betw.;een the two primitives, tine and distance. 

As is clear from Isard's definition of universe time, one can mea

sure any type of cardinal tinle in terms of distance from a point of 

reference. For example, t.e measure calendar time in terms of distance 

from some zero point, such as the birth of Christ' Ordina! time, on the 

other hand, can be marhed off along a line in terms of ;'greaterl' or 'less'! 

distance from a predcterminod or arbitrarily set reference point. Hence, 

time becomes essentially a derivative of the basic concept" of distance. 

Certainly, the -ossibility of dealing with these concepts in reversea 

way exists. In Isard's words, 

i!e nay conceive of distance as time in the sense that we 
can take a common experience, two successive sunrises,
and observe how much distance is covered by a ray of 
light during ,hat transi)ires between these two successive 
sunrises. This distance could then be viewed as synonymous 
with, ana thus translated into, a unit time .... It would
 
be more feasible, for example, to translate into a unit of
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time the distance defined by the change in position of 
a shadow cast by a specific fixed object on tvo successive 
sunrises, averaged over the 365 (or 366) pairs of successive 
days during the course of a year. Given the distance as 
equivalent to a unit of universe time, all distances could 
then be converted into units of universe time. 3 5 

Haowever, as Isard notes, it is much easier in terms of operational efficiency 

to measure tirle in tcrms of distance than to measure distance in terms of 

time. Hence, Isard employs distance as the basic primitive to integrate 

both spatial analysis, as is June in 1i dimensional luclidian distance-silace, 

and temporal analysis, as is done in n dim:.ensional Euclidlian time-space. 

Now we have a single coordinate system, called a space-time continuum, that 

can be used as a framework to describe the evolutionary character of a 

society.
 

Nevertheless, it is highly possible that different societies have 

different perceptions of space and time. 1Tis is so especially when 

societies are subject to different rates of change (e.g., the growth and 

decay of relevant variables) and to changes in these rates (e.g., accelera

tion and decceleration). In order to make the properties of a space-time 

continuum variant amiong societies, Isard develops a framework where the 

geometry of space-time is affected by the distributive characteristics of 

relevant variables as well as changes in these characteristics. Also, the 

distributive characteristics can be affected by the geometry of space-time.
 

35) See Isard (1970).
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In the second and third paper of his trilogy,6
' Isard, therefore,
 

presented the problem of describing th~e state of a society (the distribution
 

of relevant variables in a society) in Lerns of a non-rigid (Riemrann) 

space-time continuum. In analyzing this problem, Isard sliows quite rigor

ously the usefulness of the field approach as characterized by general 

relativity theory and field theory in physics. Te field approach is sho.n 

to be useful in describing the interdependence between (1) the distributive 

characteristics of relevant variables and their chan 	 es in a society, and 

(2) the space-time continuum. 

Isard and Liossatos went on to apply this field approach to the analy

sis of a particular evolutionary process in a society: the development of
 

a primitive agriculture in an isolated region. They explain the background 

for their problem: 

... imagine the development of a primitive agriculture 
in an isolated region wherein there is, loosely speaking,
 
a continuous distribution of population (and labour) eking
 
out subsistence from hunting and gathering of wild fruits. 
The introduction of this primitive agriculture is sparked 
by some point in space and time (x,t) which we designate 
(0,0). As a consequence of the successful application of
 
this 	advance, we have as initial conditions for our model
 
a spatial pattern of consumption of a nev agricultural 
good which falls off very sharply from x = 0, and a spatiai 
pattern of capital which is also highly concentrated. This 
primitive agriculture catches on and spreads out in space 
and grows in time.3 8
 

36) 	 Isard, . "On Relativity Theory and Time-Space Models," Papers of
 
the Regional Science Association, Vol. 26, 1971.
 

37) 	 Isard, I'. "Spatial Interaction Analysis: Some Suggestive Thoughts
 
from General Relativity Physics," Papers of the Regional Science
 
Association, Vol. 27, 1971.
 

38) 	 Isard, I. and Panagis Liossatos, 'On Optimal Development over Space
 
and Time,'' Regional Science Perspective, Vol. 3, 1973.
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They then build a mathenatical model to describe the development of a
 

primitive agriculture in this isolated region.
 

In analyzing this problem, Isard and Liossatos postulate that the 

spatial spread is only aloag a line, the x-direction over a finite inter

val [0,B], where B indicates the furthest space point in this isolated 

region. They define 

Y(x,t) = output of a new agricultural good (the good) per unit 

of length and per unit of time at space-time point (x,t). 

C(x,t) = consumption of the good per unit of length and per unit 

of time at space-time point (x,t). 

K(x,t) = capital stock for production of the good per unit length 

at (x,t). 

K(x,t) = investment of capital per unit of length and per unit of 

time at (s,t).
 

U(x,t) = the flow, of the good through a space point x per unit of 

time at time t.
 

UX(x,t) = net export of the good per unit of length and per unit 

of time at (x,t). 

w(x,t) = f(C(x,t)) = welfare at (x,t), per unit of length and per 

unit of time, which is a function of the consumption of 

good at (x,t).
 

Then Isard and Liossatos proceed to describe the behaviour of a whole 

region with regard to the diffusion of a primitive agriculture over space 

and time. They specify the equations which characterize the dsitribution 

of the good over space and the change in this distribution over time. That
 

is, they specify the system interrolationships in terms of the space-time
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continuum, where the system is defined to be the set of all space points.
 

In deriving these system interrelationships, Isard and Liossatos employ the
 

field theory approac!. In their words: 

Treatment of s,)ace as a continuous variable is in one
 
sense a natural outgrowth of the introduction of field
 
theory into our framework, since in field theory a change
 
at one point in the field affects the neighboring points 
and so on in unending fashion. Thus, system interrelation
ships are expressed in terms of local relationships, that
 
is, in terms of partial differential equations which to
gether with appropriate initial and boundary conditions 
specify the behaviour of a whole system over space and 
time.39 

The equation for these local relationships at space-time point (x,t) is
 

40

given as
 

(2.4) C(x,t) = Y(x,t) - K(x,t) - UX(x,t)
 

which is called the local supply = demand equation for the good. Isard and 

Liossatos present a model for optimal growth ith tw,,o independent variables, 

snace and time, for the development of a primitive agriculture in an isolated 

region. They call this an optimal space--time development model: 

39) 	 Isard and Liossatos, Regional Science Perspectives, 1973.
 

40) 	 An extension of this equation to the three dimensional space-time 
continuum is presented in Appendix 3. Isard and Liossatos presented 
a derivation for this equation w-hich does not use the field approach. 
For this, see Isard, !. and P. Liossatos, 'Trading Behaviour (Trans
port), M1acro and Hicro, in an Optimal Space-Time Development 1,1odel,' 
London Studies in Regional Science, Vol. 5, 1974. 
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:1aximize 

(2.5) a "i S t f(C(x,t)) dx dt 
0 '0 

subject to
 

(2.4) C(x,t) Y(x,t) - K(xt) - UX (x,t) 

vhere U,is the social welfare or system welfare function of this region an 

t is the nlanning horizon. 

However, this model generates unsatisfactory results in which the out
put of the good, capital stock, and consumption of good are all constant for 
all space points for any fixed point in time. This uniform distribution 

situation is apparently contradictory with the assumed way in which a primi
tive agriculture is transmitted fromi point to point in the isolated region. 

Hence Isard and Liossatos modify (2.4) by postulating that the cost of capital 

investment increases with distance from the initial point of agricultural
 

development. 
 In other words, (2.4) becomes 

(2.6) C(x,t) = Y(x,t) - (1+ nOc))I((x,t) - UX(x,t) 

where n(x) is some rapidly increasing function of x and n(O) = 0. 

Then the new optimal space-time development model is to maximize (2.5) 
subject to (2.6). 
 This model Still yields a nonsensical result in which 

consumption of the good is constant over space for any fixed point of time. 
On the other hand, capital stock and output of the good comply w-ith the 

assumed pattern in which both capital steck and output of the good are nega

tively sloped curves along the space axis and increase at all points of 

space over time. In order to eliminate this contradictory result, Isard and
 

Liossatos introduce the concept of transport cost by postulating that shipment
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of the good throug, any s ace point is done by the people at that space 

point. Thu.s (2.6) is re';ritten as 

(2.7) C(x,t) = Y(x,t) - (I + n(x)),"(x,t) - UX(x,t) - (U(x,t) 

where 6 trans-port cost per unit flow of the good per unit length. 

Tren the final version of the orginal optimal siace-tite devclo, ient 

-odel is to I.Iaxilnize (2.S) subject to (2.7). This o: tiial s ace-tine 

develoim:ent- r,.odel succceeds in descriLing thCi develoiwent of a vrimiitive 

agriculture ih an isolated region. That is, capital stoc!h, outnut of the 

.ood, and consuiipioi, of the ood decline ,ith an increase in x for any 

fixed tie .,oit, but at all space points on x, tese th'ree variables in

crease it, tine. 

In subsequent papers, Isard and Liossatos generalize this si:'ylified 

o;)tiial S1ace-ti,o develo-ient mtodel in several directions. 4 1 e review,; 

only t'-,ose parts of tancir lia,ers !'Aich are relevant to our problari, the 

aalysis of tihe iikpact of !,ollution in .inaiiata. First, t',ey introauce 

labou-,: as a basic factor of production so t.at the production for any 

s.ace-tiie Point is ,'ostulated as 

(2.8) Y(x,t) =F((x,t),L(x,t)) 

wilhere L(xt) = the aount of labour e:iployed in production at (x,t), 

t;o available labour beiag unbounded. 

41) For a summ'!ary of their findings, see Isarl, W. and P. Liossatos, 
"Optinal Space-Tine Develop:ient: A Suimri ry Presentation,' The 
Proceedings of the Conference on Dyna;.iic Allocation in Space, 
hasselby Castle, Stoc1holm. Sweden, August 20-22, 1073. 
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Accordingly, Isard and Liossatos employ a 'liarsiiall-Ramsey tytpe welfare 

function 

w(x,t) = f(C(x,t)) - v(L(x,t)) 

where f(C(x,t)) = a utility function of consumption of the good at (x,t) 

v(L(x,t)) = a disutility function of labour at (x,t). 

Then 	the original optiial space-time development model can be modified 

(version 1) as follows: 

laximize 

(2.9) 	 f (1 (f(C(x,t)) - v(L(x,t))) dx dt 

0 ' 

subject to
 

(2.7) and (2.8). 

Under the assumption of increasing return to scale for a disutility 

function, version 1 generates a new result, in addition to those results 

yielded by the final version of the original optimal space-time develop

amount of labour used ducreases with an.ment model. In version 1, the 

increase in distance from the origin, x, and increases with time at 

every space point. 

Secondly, Isard and Liossatos42 introduce pollution as a basic vari

able affecting space-time development into version 1. They deal with
 

where there exists initially a large stock of pollution,growth situations 

42) 	 Isard, U. and P. Liossatos, "Transport Rate and Pollution as Blasic 
Variables in Space-Time Development,' London Studies in Regional 
Science, Vol. 4, 1973.
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and uhere this stock increases ,,ith distance from the origin. Isard
 

and Liossatos define a rte I variable:
 

R(xt) = 	the stock of pollution (a -bad' commodity) per unit of 

1en'thl at (x,t). 

AccordiTgly, the welfare function is postulated to be 

w(x,t) - f(C(x,t)) - g(R(x,t)) - v(L(x,t)) 

where g(R(x,t)) = a disutility function of the stock of pollution at 

(x,t). 

Furthermore, Isard and Liossatos postulate that the time rate of change 

of the stock of the 'bad comuodity depends on the production of the 

good and the amount of the abatement good, J(x,t). That is 

(2.10) 	 R(x,t) ,F %((x,t) ,L(x,t)) - J(x,t) 

where/x and ') are dimensional coefficients transforming the good from 

good units to pollution units. Since the abatement good, J(x,t), is 

defined to be the amount of good which is used up to yield abatement, 

the local supply=demand identity equation (2.7) is modified to read 

(2.11) 	 C(x,t) = Y(x,t) - (1 + n(x))K(x,t) - UX(x,t) - .::;U(x,t) - J(x,t). 

The new modification (version 	2) of the original optimal space-time
 

development model is then to 

maximize
 
= B 	 .t 

(2.12) 	 t = (f(C(x,t)) - g(P(x,t)) - v(L(x,t))) dx dt 

subject to (2.8), (2,10), and (2.11). 
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This modification (version 2) yields, in addition to those results
 

generated by version 1, the equation ooveriing the abatement process 

and what Isard aad Liossatos describe as t',.'CuneyXected' findin',s: 

(1) the stock of a 'bad' co mioditv increases wit, di;tance, that is, 

SR(x,t)/ L x > 0; (2) the stock of a 'bad" conodity dclines with 

time, that is , R(xt)/-:t <J. These latter findinl's are not so un

expected in light of the s:ituation described in Figure 1.7 in Section 

1.2.2. In that case, the stock of a bad' commodity, R(x,t), corres

ponds to the auount of nercury in fish. As Figure 1.7 shovs, this 

pollution stock variable increases with di.',talce if we take the origin 

at the dischargiwng .point of ercury conitai inated waste water, that is, 

60 ki- froml the moutli of Agano river. Furthermore, it is highly con

ceivable that this pollution stock variable decreases with time with 

the introduction of abate:ment good. 

Nevertheless, version 2 is inadequate for the analysis of one of
 

our problems, for in h;inamata the sufferings have come from eating 'con

taminated fish.- In other words, tie are interested in the consumption 

commodity. 4 3 
of a bad coimodity, not in the stock of a "bad' 

43) It is true that the stock of a "bad" commodity (the amount of 
mercury in fish) can affect the extent to which people who con

sumed •the 'bad" coimodity suffer. But, as Section 1.2.2 of 
Chapter 1 has shown, we do not yet know completely the nechanisn 
by which discharged mercury is transported to the human ne've 
cells. Especially, we do not yet know the exact interrelationships 
between the amount of mercury discharged by a factory and the 
amount of mercury stored in fish, and between the amount of mer
cury consumed by an individual and his degree of sufferings. 
Under these circumstances, it may be more effective to concentrate 
our analysis on the consuption of a "bad" cormodity rather than 
assuming some arbitrary relationship between the stock of a "bad" 
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commodity and its rate of change over time. 7lerefore, in
 
Chapter 4 we postulate that a "bad commodity is a byproduct 4 3 a 
of a composite good. In other words, ie asswne that as long 
as the )roduction of the good continues, fish are contaminated 
assining of course that the production of the good is accompanied
by the discharge of mercury into the sea. 

43a) 	 Based on the definition of a "byproduct" given by I-1hitcomb, we 
define a -bad" commodity j as a byproduct of a good commodity i 
if the production functions for i and j are given by 

Y(Y,Vo,Vi) 0 i = 1 . . . n 

Z(zvov j ) 0 = n + 1 . . . 

where
 

y = output of good i 
z = output of "bad' j 
vi = input for the production of good i 
vj = 	input for the production of "bad" j 
v. = 	a joint input
 

In the case of ;,inamata mercury pollution, the joint input is 
discharged mercury. 

See !hitcomb, David K., Externalities and 1;!elfare, Columbia 
University Press, New York and London, 1972, pp. 22-28. 

4Finally, Isard and Liossatos analyze the problem of public invest

ment 	in transportation facilities. Accordingly, the transport cost per
 

unit 	flow of good, ., is postulated to be a function of the public 

capital stock, KT(t), invested in transportation facilities at time t: 

(2.13) .7 (t) = g(KT(t)) 

where dg/dl'T <0 (i.e., for increasing KT, C decreases). 

44) 	 Isard, !1. and P. Liossatos, "Transport Investment and Optimal
 
Soace-Time Development,"' Papers of the Regional Science
 
Association, Vol. 31, 1973.
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For simplicity, Isard and Liossatos drop tie labour factor and the pol

lution factor 	frori this i-,iodel. Then they deal with this public trans

port 	investment problem in two cases: an open economy and a closed 

economy. 

with respect to an open economy case, Isard and Liossatos assume
 

that the funds for public transport investment are provided by flows of 

goods from the outside world into the system at the origin. Then ver

sion 3 of the original optimal space-time development model is to maximize 

(2.5) 	 i = f 0 f(C(x,t)) dx dt
 
0 0
 

subject to
 

(2.14) C(x,t) Y(x,t) - K(xt) - Kr(t),-, (x) - g(KT(t))U(xt) UX(x,t) 

where (x)is a delta function defined as
 

) S(x)dx 1 and (x) = 0 for x 0 0. 

Version 3 yields, in addition to those generated by the final version of 

the original model, the important result that the spatial inequality in 

the consumption of goods decreases with time due to the public transport 

investment. If there is no transport cost as in the original optimal 

space-time development model, the flow of a good between two different 

space points depends upon, among other things, the price differential of 

a good at these two space points. 4 5 

45) 	 For example, see Ohlin, B. Interregional and International Trade,
 
Harvard University Press, 1967, Chapter 1.
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If the price of a good i5 higher at space point x2 than at space 

point x 1 , the good ill flow from x1 to x2, thus leading toward equaliza

tion of the price of the good at these two space points. In a oerfectly 

competitive market, in which our opt imal space-time developiient rodels 

function, the price of a good is equal to the marginal utility of the 

consumption of that good. If there exists no transport cost, then the 

price and the consumption of a good are equalized at every slace noint, 

instantaneousJy, as the original optimal space-time development model 

has shown. Hith the introduction of a positive transport cost, the rate 

of flou of a good from space ,oint to X) and of the consumpt.ion of good 

at x and x2 is delayed as the final version of the original optimal 

space-time dovelopm-nt model has shown. There ore, the decrease in trans

port cost through public investment in transportation facilities acts 

to speed up the equalizatio, of the consumption of a good at xI and x2 as 

version 3 has shown. 

With respect to the closed economy case, Isard and Liossatos postu

late that the funds for transport investment must be prov4ided by the 

system itself through taxation. Then the local supplymdemand identity 

equation (2.14) is replaced by 

(2.15) C(x,t) = (1 -6)Y(x,t) - I((x,t) - KT(t) ,(x) - g(,(Ttt))U(x,t) 

UX(x,t) 

where = a flat (const.'.w ) tax rate on the production of goods 

at all space points, 0 < ( <i. 
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Furthermore, Isard and Liossatos recquire that the su-,, of taxes collected 

in the system is exactly equal to the inflow of good, U(O',t), into the 

system at the origin: 

,B 

(2.16) U(O,t) = (
'0 

Y(-,t) dx 

rlirwhere U(O-,.t) U( F ,t). 

Then 	 version 4 of the original optimal space-time development model is 

to maximize (2.5) subject to (2.15) and (2.16). Version 4 specifics
 

that the consumption of goods increases .ith time and decreases with 

space, and capital stock decreases with space, provided that the public 

transport investment is increasing wiith tine. 

2.3.3 Social Justice Criteria
 

In their analysis of optimal space-time developi-icnt models, Isard 

46 inand Liossatos made anothcr important contribution in their paper

which a distributive judgment was finally integrated with the analysis 

of efficient allocation of resources over t'im,-t. 

They first clarify their notion of a distribution by presenting it 

in two observable forms, namely, a distribution over real physical space 

and a distribution over non-physical, abstract space. Examples of the 

latter type of distribution are: 

a frequency distribution of population (household units) by size 

of income; 

a frequency distribution of population (household units) by number 

of effective contacts (interactions) ith key public officials. 

46) 	 Isard, l.,. and P. Liossatos, "Social Injustice and Optimal Space-
Time Development," Journal of Peace Science, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1973. 


